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Characterization of Particle Flow
in a Free-Falling Solar Particle
Receiver
Falling particle receivers are being evaluated as an alternative to conventional fluidbased solar receivers to enable higher temperatures and higher efficiency power cycles
with direct storage for concentrating solar power (CSP) applications. This paper
presents studies of the particle mass flow rate, velocity, particle-curtain opacity and density, and other characteristics of free-falling ceramic particles as a function of different
discharge slot apertures. The methods to characterize the particle flow are described,
and results are compared to theoretical and numerical models for unheated conditions.
Results showed that the particle velocities within the first 2 m of release closely match
predictions of free-falling particles without drag due to the significant amount of air
entrained within the particle curtain, which reduced drag. The measured particle-curtain
thickness (2 cm) was greater than numerical simulations, likely due to additional convective air currents or particle–particle interactions neglected in the model. The measured and predicted particle volume fraction in the curtain decreased rapidly from a
theoretical value of 60% at the release point to less than 10% within 0.5 m of drop distance. Measured particle-curtain opacities (0.5–1) using a new photographic method that
can capture the entire particle curtain were shown to match well with discrete measurements from a conventional lux meter. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4035258]
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1

Introduction

Falling particle receivers are being evaluated to increase operating temperatures and power cycle efficiencies for concentrating
solar power (CSP) applications [1]. In falling particle receivers,
small sandlike particles are released through a slot above a cavity
receiver, where concentrated sunlight directly irradiates and heats
the falling particles. The hot particles are stored and then used to
heat the working fluid for the power cycle. Conventional CSP
plants that employ thermal storage use molten nitrate salt, which
decomposes at temperatures less than 600  C [2]. The use of particle receivers enables particle temperatures over 1000  C. Previous
studies of particle receivers have considered alternative configurations including free-falling [3,4], centrifugal [5,6], flow in tubes
with or without fluidization [7–9], multipass recirculation [1,10],
north- or south-facing [11,12], and face-down configurations [13].
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This paper focuses on the flow characteristics of free-falling particle receivers with comparison to analytical and numerical models.
New methods to characterize the opacity of a particle curtain are
also introduced.
Previous particle flow studies for solar receivers have shown
that particle flow characteristics (velocity, curtain thickness, solids’ volume fraction, and curtain opacity) vary as a function of
slot aperture size, mass flow rate, particle size, and external conditions (e.g., wind) [14,15]. The particle flow characteristics can
subsequently impact particle heating and receiver thermal efficiency [3,16–19]. In the 1980 s, Hruby et al. [20] performed
experiments of a free-falling particle curtain using 650 lm alumina Norton Master Beads. They evaluated the particle velocity
and temperatures of heated particles (up to 500  C) over a drop
distance of 3 m, but the slot length was only 5–6 cm, so the mass
flow rates were less than 0.04 kg/s. Rightley et al. also performed
small-scale free-falling particle flow tests in a solar furnace and
determined the porosity and extinction coefficient of a particle
curtain several centimeters in length for heat transfer modeling
and characterization. The current tests reflect larger-scale systems
with particle-curtain lengths over 1 m and mass flow rates on the
order of several kilograms per second. The current tests are likely
to include more air entrainment by the particles than the previous
smaller-scale tests, which showed a greater influence of air drag
on the particles, especially at higher temperatures.
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Kim et al. [21] investigated the impact of external wind and different angles of attack on particle flow of spherical ceramic particles. They found that a 45 deg wind angle relative to the aperture
normal and particle curtains within 0.5 m of the aperture produced larger particle losses. Tan et al. [22] and Ho et al. [14,23]
performed numerical and experimental evaluations of an air curtain in front of the receiver aperture and its ability to mitigate the
impacts of external wind on convective heat losses and particle
flow instabilities. Kim et al. [24] experimentally evaluated the
particle velocity, curtain thickness, solids’ volume fraction, and
curtain opacity for a drop distance of 3 m as a function of particle mass flow. Most of the measurements and comparisons to
numerical models were performed using a nominal particle size of
697 lm (CARBO HSP). The current study evaluates multiple particle sizes and includes additional comparisons to analytical solutions for the particle mass flow rate as a function of aperture size.
The objective of this paper is to characterize the particle flow
characteristics of a 1 MWt falling particle receiver prototype
constructed by Sandia National Laboratories to test and evaluate
the performance of high-temperature falling particle receiver
designs. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the prototype and its major
components, which include the top hopper, the receiver

(2 m  2 m  2 m), the bottom hopper, and a particle elevator to
recirculate the particles from the bottom hopper back to the top
hopper. The current studies extend previous particle flow characterization studies for solar particle receivers with larger experimental, additional particle sizes, comparisons to new models, and
an introduction to a new method to characterize particle-curtain
opacity. Only ambient temperatures (20  C) are considered in
these tests. At higher temperatures expected in solar thermal
receivers (700  C or higher), the kinematic viscosity of air is significantly higher (by a factor of 7–8), which reduces the Reynolds
number and increases the drag coefficient of the particles in air.
Thus, the free-falling particle temperature is expected to be less at
higher temperatures as observed by Hruby et al. [20].

2

Particle Properties

The ceramic particles used in the tests were CARBO ACCUCAST ID50. These particles have been shown to have excellent
durability under high temperatures and good radiative properties.
The particle properties are summarized in Table 1. Additional
radiative properties (spectral absorptivity and emissivity) can be

Fig. 1 Falling particle receiver prototype
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Table 1 CARBO Accucast ID50 particle properties (from
www.carboceramics.com unless otherwise noted)
Property
Mass-median particle diameter (lm)
Particle densitya (kg/m3)
Loose bulk density at 1100  C (kg/m3)
Packed-bed bulk density at 1100  C (kg/m3)
Bulk porosityb
Packed-bed bulk thermal
conductivity at 1100  C (W/m K)
Particle thermal conductivityc at 1100  C
(W/m K)
Specific heatd (J/kg K)
Packed-bed solar absorptancee
Packed-bed thermal emittancef at 700  C
Sphericity
Composition

Value
280
3300
1810
2000
0.39 (packed)
0.45 (loose)
0.7
2
365T0.18
for 50  C  T  1100  C
0.91
0.75
0.9
75% Al2O3, 11% SiO2,
9% Fe2O3, 3% TiO2

a
Measured using Micromeritics AccuPyc 1330 pycnometer (courtesy
Andrea Ambrosini, Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)).
b
Calculated from particle density and loose/packed bulk densities.
c
Calculated using average of series and parallel bulk thermal conductivity
models.
d
Fit to data from Netzsch STA 409 (courtesy Eric Coker, SNL).
e
Measured as-received using Surface Optics 410-Solar. See Ref. [25] for
degradation at elevated temperatures.
f
Measured using Surface Optics ET-100 (courtesy James Yuan, SNL).

found in Refs. [25] and [26]. Additional information regarding
durability and sintering can be found in Refs. [27] and [28].

3

Particle Mass Flow Rates

3.1 Olds Elevator Mass Flow Rates. The Olds Elevator is
used to lift and recirculate particles from the bottom hopper to the
top hopper, where the particles are released into the receiver. The
elevator procured for Sandia’s prototype is rated for operation at
800  C. The Olds Elevator employs the Archimedes’ screw principle; it has a stationary internal screw and a rotating casing
around the screw. The rotating casing scoops particles at the base
of the screw and lifts the particles along the flights of the screw
via friction. The casing speed is controlled by a variable frequency
drive (VFD) connected to a 25 hp motor. The mass flow rate from
the elevator is a direct function of the frequency of the VFD. Four
frequencies (20, 30, 40, and 54 Hz) were evaluated to establish a
reference curve for mass flow rate versus frequency. The particle

Fig. 2 Measured mass flow rate (kg/s) versus VFD frequency
(Hz) in Olds Elevator using CARBO Accucast ID50K ceramic
particles with median diameter of 280 lm
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Fig. 3 Dimensions (mm) for the 9.53 mm aperture discharge
plate

discharge from the top of the Olds Elevator was collected in a
hopper suspended by a crane, and a Dillon EDXtreme dynamometer was used to record the mass accumulation as a function of time
to determine the mass flow rate. Mass flow measurements at each
frequency were repeated three times in random order, and the
average mass flow rate for each frequency was plotted in Fig. 2.
Results show that the Olds elevator mass flow rate is a linear function of the VFD setting with a coefficient of determination of
0.99.
After the initial elevator mass flow measurements were
recorded, the top hopper was assembled, and a longer duct was
added to connect the Olds Elevator discharge chute to the top hopper. Discharge plates placed at the base of the top hopper with different slot aperture sizes could then be characterized.
3.2 Mass Flow Rate Through Discharge Plate Slot Apertures.
While the Olds Elevator could be used to control the mass flow
rate of particles released into the receiver, it would be difficult to
evenly distribute the particles falling from the top hopper at varying flow rates. Instead, the prototype design for the top hopper
uses discharge plates of fixed slot aperture size. The steel plates
are removable so that the mass flow rate of the hopper can be varied by selecting different slot apertures. This system is simple, but
it is suitable for high temperatures when moving parts (e.g., slide
gates) may pose a problem after thermal expansion. The discharge
slot apertures evaluated in this study were 6.35, 9.53, 11.1, and
12.7 mm, which correspond to 1/4, 3/8, 7/16, and 1/2 in., respectively. All slot widths were 1.24 m, and the plate thickness was
4.8 mm (3/16 in.). Figure 3 shows the dimensions of the 9.53 mm
(3/8 in.) discharge plate.
If the particle elevator supplies a mass flow rate that exceeds
the mass flow rate through the discharge plate, particles will accumulate in the top hopper, and the particles will be released uniformly along the entire length of the discharge slot. Figure 4
shows an example of particles falling through an 11.1 mm slot
aperture, producing a well-defined curtain. Secs. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2

Fig. 4 Falling particle curtain released through 11.1 mm (7/16
in.) discharge slot aperture
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describe models and measurements of particle mass flow rates
through varying slot aperture sizes.
3.2.1 Modeling Particle Flow Through Apertures. Empirical
models have been developed to predict the mass flow rate of granular solids through orifices [29–32]. Janda et al. [31] recommended the following modified form of the Beverloo et al.
equation [29]:
pﬃﬃﬃ
m_ ¼ C1 qb gðD  C2 dÞnþ0:5

(1)

where m_ ¼ mass flow rate (kg/min for 3D or kg/min/m for 2D),
C1 ¼ dimensionless constant related to material properties,
qb ¼ bulk density of particles above the aperture (kg/m3),
g ¼ gravitational constant (9.81 m/s2), D ¼ aperture size (m),
C2 ¼ geometrical factor accounting for the effective outpouring
section being smaller than the aperture, d ¼ particle size (m), and
n ¼ “1” for 2D and “2” for 3D.
Most of the previous studies using forms of Eq. (1) have
focused on agricultural products (e.g., seeds). In Sec. 3.2.2, we
attempt to use Eq. (1) for the alumina–silica ceramic particles
investigated in this study and determine appropriate dimensionless
constants for C1 and C2.
3.2.2 Measured Particle Flow Through Apertures. The particle mass flow rate through the different discharge plate slot apertures was measured by setting the Olds Elevator to a high-particle
flow rate (greater than the mass flow rate through the slot aperture
of the discharge plate in the top hopper). The top hopper accumulated with particles until the entire slot width had a steady flow of
particles. The particles that flowed through the aperture were then
collected and weighed as a function of time to determine the mass
flow rate. The process was repeated for each of the different discharge plates.
Figure 5 shows the results of the measured particle mass flow
rates as a function of discharge slot aperture for two different particle sizes. The current study evaluated the 280 lm particles, while
the data for the 697 lm particles were obtained from Ref. [3]. The
predicted mass flow rates using Eq. (1) are also plotted in Fig. 5
assuming a packed bulk density of 2000 kg/m3 and fitted values
for C1 and C2. The particle mass flow rate increases rapidly as the
slot aperture increases and decreases as the particle size increases.
The root-sum-squared error between the predicted mass flow
rates and the measured mass flow rates as a function of slot aperture size and two different particles sizes was minimized when
C1 ¼ 62 and C2 ¼ 1.4. The fit between the data and the model predictions is excellent within the range of the measured values.
Thus, Eq. (1) can be used to estimate mass flow rates of ceramic

Fig. 5 Measured and modeled mass flow rates as a function of
different discharge slot apertures for 280 and 697 lm particle
sizes
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particles as a function of slot aperture and particle size. It is interesting to compare the fitted values of C1 (62) and C2 (1.4) for the
ceramic particles used in this study with the corresponding values
(35 and 1.4, respectively) found in Ref. [29] for agricultural granular solids (e.g., seeds). The difference in C1 is likely due to the
nonspherical shapes investigated by Beverloo, which can lead to
differences in friction coefficients and flowability. The ceramic
particles used in the current study are quite spherical, which
would tend to increase the mass flow as indicated by the higher C1
constant. As the particles wear due to abrasion, they will retain a
spherical shape, and Eq. (1) can still be used with a different particle diameter.
It should be noted that the maximum mass flow rate of the Olds
Elevator was less than the capacity of the 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) slot
aperture for 280 lm particles (as evidenced by particles not accumulating in the top hopper nor covering the entire length of the
aperture). Therefore, the maximum flow rate shown in Fig. 5 is
for the 11.1 mm (7/16 in.) slot aperture.

4

Particle Velocity

4.1 Particle Velocity Modeling. For a particle released from
rest, the velocity, v (m/s), as a function of time, t (s), and free-fall
distance, y (m), can be expressed as follows by integrating Newton’s second law of motion, assuming no drag:
vðtÞ ¼ gt
vðyÞ ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2gy

(2)
(3)

If air resistance (drag) is present, the following expressions can be
used to determine the velocity as a function of time and position:
 
gt
(4)
vðtÞ ¼ v1 tanh
v1
yðtÞ ¼


 
v21
gt
ln cosh
v1
g

v1

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2mg
¼
qair Cd A

(5)

(6)

where v1 is the terminal velocity (m/s), m is the mass of the particle (3.79  108 kg), qair is the air density (1.2 kg/m3 at 15  C), A is
the cross-sectional area of the particle (6.16  108 m2), and Cd is
the coefficient of drag for a sphere (solved iteratively as a function
of Reynolds number; Cd ¼ 2.84, Re ¼ 36, and v1 ¼ 1.88 m/s).
Simulations of free-falling particles released through a slot
aperture were also performed using ANSYS FLUENT 15.0. The discrete phase model (DPM) was used to simulate particles released
from slot apertures of prescribed dimensions corresponding to the
test articles. The DPM simulates particle motion in a Lagrangian
reference frame governed by a force balance on the particle. The
force balance includes a drag force that accounts for the velocity
of the particle, velocity of the surrounding fluid, particle size, and
fluid properties [33]. The DPM is appropriate for dilute particle
flows with solid volume fractions less than 10%. As shown in
Sec. 5, this is a good approximation for most of the particle trajectory. However, near the release point, the solids’ volume fraction
can be larger than 10%, and particle–particle interaction may be
significant, requiring the use of more detailed models (discrete
element or dense discrete phase models).
The continuous air phase was simulated with a realizable k–e
turbulence model using the default model constants in FLUENT
[34]. A k–x shear stress transport (SST) turbulence model and a
laminar model were also investigated, and the results showed that
the difference in particle velocity at the outlet was only 3%. The
velocity at various drop distances was recorded, along with the
Transactions of the ASME
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particle width, thickness, and concentration. A total of 1  106
hexahedral elements were used in the model, which consisted of a
cubical domain with a slot aperture in the middle of the top surface, walls on the side, and a pressure opening at the bottom. The
slot surface consisted of 300  20 elements. A grid independence
study using a range of grid resolutions ranging from 64,000 to
4  106 hexahedral elements was performed to ensure that the
resolution of the grid was sufficient. The difference in the simulated average particle outlet velocities with 1  106 and 4  106
elements was only 1%. Figure 6 shows the results of a FLUENT simulation of particle flow (280 lm particle diameter) when released
from a 9.53 mm slot aperture. It should be noted that a 46 cm narrow chute extending from the discharge slot into the receiver was
not included in the FLUENT models.
4.2 Particle Velocity Measurements. The velocity distribution of particles falling through the discharge plates was measured
using a high-speed camera (Allied Vision Technologies NX4-S1)
with images recorded every 1/200th s with an exposure time of
250–350 ls. Rather than using particle image velocimetry, which
requires lasers or high-powered lights, we analyzed visible features in successive images of the falling particle curtain. The
movement of the features was tracked, and the distance the features moved in subsequent images was then divided by the time
between images to obtain the velocity at various locations of the
particle curtain. Several locations near the top, middle, and bottom
of the particle curtain were evaluated, and at least three features
were tracked at each location to quantify the uncertainty in the
measurements.
Figure 7 shows three successive images of the falling particles
for the 9.53 mm slot aperture. The letters (A, B, C, and D) denote
the relative locations of the features that were tracked, which are
outlined as oval shapes in Fig. 7. A spatial reference scale that
was visible in each image was used to track the distance traveled.
The number (“1”) refers to the set of features that was tracked in
these images. Additional sets of features were tracked in these and
other images.
The measured, simulated, and analytically modeled particle
velocities as a function of distance from release are plotted in
Fig. 8. Results show that the measured and simulated particle
velocities align closely with the analytical predictions of a single
falling particle assuming no drag (see Eq. (3)) for the first couple
meters. Analytical predictions of a single falling particle (280 lm)
with drag yielded velocities (terminal velocity ¼ 1.88 m/s) that

Fig. 7 Successive high-speed images of the falling particle
curtain (280 lm median particle size) with a 9.53 mm (3/8 in.)
slot aperture used to determine particle velocities. Each image
was taken 1/200 s apart.

Fig. 6 ANSYS FLUENT simulation of the falling particle-curtain velocity with a 9.53 mm (3/8 in.) slot aperture. Left:
front view of particle traces colored by velocity magnitude. Right: side view of entrained air velocity.
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Fig. 8 Measured, simulated (ANSYS
modeled particle velocities

FLUENT),

and analytically

were substantially lower than the measured and simulated velocities. The reason for the discrepancy is the downward entrainment
of air by the large number of particles falling as a curtain through
the receiver. The resulting downward bulk flow of air minimizes
the air resistance on individual particles. As the particles continue
to fall and accelerate, additional dispersion will occur, which will
cause particles to encounter more air resistance and lower velocities relative to the analytical prediction with no drag.

5

Particle-Curtain Properties

5.1 Particle-Curtain Thickness and Width. The measured
and simulated width of the particle curtain for the 6.35, 9.53, and
11.1 mm slot apertures was nearly constant at 1.2 m (see Figs. 4
and 6). The mass flow rate through the 12.7 mm slot aperture
exceeded the maximum mass flow rate of the Olds Elevator, so a
uniform particle release across the entire width of the discharge
slot could not be obtained. The thickness of the particle curtain
generally increased with distance from the release point. Figure 9
shows three side-view images of the particle curtain discharged
from three different slot aperture sizes. A white poster board with
length scales was placed within the particle curtain to better visualize the curtain thickness associated with a short section of the
particle curtain. The board also reduced the effects from parallax
and waviness along the particle curtain.
Figure 10 shows the measured and simulated particle-curtain
thickness for three different slot apertures as a function of distance
from release. The simulated results show that the curtain thickness
actually decreases from the point of release to 1–2 m, but then
increases with increasing drop distances. This could be due to the
Bernoulli principle, in which the increasing velocities of the falling particles reduce the air pressure near the center of the particle
curtain, which pulls air in from outside the curtain and may push
the particles together. This was observed in the FLUENT simulations. As the particles continue to fall, particle collisions may
cause the particles to spread and offset the Bernoulli effect.
The measured particle-curtain thicknesses ranged from
1–3 cm over the length of the receiver (1–2 m) and are larger
than the simulated thicknesses for the different slot apertures. We
postulate that this may be caused by a couple factors. First, the
particles that fall through the discharge slot can have some horizontal momentum as the particles move downward and sideways
021011-6 / Vol. 139, APRIL 2017

Fig. 9 Side view of particle-curtain thicknesses for 280 lm particles falling through three different slot apertures: 6.35 mm
(left), 9.53 mm (middle), and 11.1 mm (right). Hash marks are
1 cm apart.

within the accumulated pile toward the slot. The simulations
assumed that the particles were released from rest. The initial horizontal momentum would cause additional spreading and
increased particle-curtain thickness. Preliminary modeling using
the discrete element method (DEM) to account for
particle–particle interactions shows improved agreement. Second,
the presence of the bottom hopper caused the entrained downward
air flow to be redirected upward when the particles reached the
bottom hopper. This upward flow of air may have caused additional disruptions in the air flow near the curtain, which increased
the curtain thickness. The bottom hopper was not included in the
simulations.
Another interesting observation in Figs. 9 and 10 is that the
measured particle-curtain thickness near the bottom is greatest for

Fig. 10 Measured and simulated particle-curtain thickness as
a function of drop distance
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the smallest slot aperture. The widening of the particle curtain for
smaller particle mass flow rates is postulated to be caused by
greater dispersion of particles by the air. At lower mass flow rates,
less air is entrained by the falling particles. At higher particle
mass flow rates, more air is entrained downward, which would
tend to pull the particles toward the center of the particle curtain
(Bernoulli effect).
5.2 Falling Particle Volume Fraction. The particle bulk
density (particle mass per total bulk volume) in the falling particle
curtain, qb,f, can be calculated as a function of drop distance, y,
from the definition of the mass flow rate
qb;f ð yÞ ¼

m_
vð yÞAð yÞ

(7)

The mass flow rate, m_ (kg/s), for the 280 lm particles was
obtained from the measurements described in Sec. 3.2.2. Equation
(3) was used to analytically express the velocity as a function of
drop distance, since the simulations and data showed good agreement to the analytical model (assuming no drag) for all slot apertures. The cross-sectional area of the particle curtain, A(y), was
calculated as the product of the width and thickness of the curtain
described in Sec. 5.1.
The particle volume fraction (ratio of particle volume to total
volume) within the falling particle curtain is calculated by dividing the particle bulk density of the curtain defined in Eq. (7) by
the particle density (3300 kg/m3). The measured and simulated
particle volume fractions for different slot apertures are shown in
Fig. 11. The initial particle volume fraction can be calculated as
the particle packed-bed density (2000 kg/m3) divided by the particle density, which yields 0.6 or 60%. As the particles fall, the
particle volume fraction decreases rapidly. The particle volume
fraction decreases to less than 10% at drop distances greater than
0.5 m from the release point due to the rapidly increasing velocity, which spreads out the particles in the vertical direction. The
cross-sectional area also changes with increasing distance,
although the change is relatively small within the drop distances
spanned by the receiver in this study (1–2 m). The measured
particle volume fractions are lower than the simulated values due
to the larger measured curtain thicknesses shown in Fig. 10 and as
discussed in Sec. 5.1.

incident on the curtain that passes through the particle curtain.
The opacity of the particle curtain, defined as the ratio of incident
light intercepted by the particles to the total amount of light incident on the curtain, can be calculated as one minus the transmittance. The transmittance was measured in two different ways.
First, a lux meter (LX1330B) was placed both behind and in front
of the particle curtain, facing toward a fixed light source, along
three vertical locations of the curtain. The ratio of the lux readings
gave the light transmittance through the curtain. Second, photographs were taken with and without the particle curtain present in
ambient backlighting. The ratio of the pixel values in the two
images with and without the particle curtain also gave the light
transmittance. The advantage of this second method is that it provides a continuous measurement of the transmittance (and opacity) throughout the entire field of view. Figure 12 shows sample
images using the photographic method with a Nikon D90 (f/4.5,
1/125 s). A longer exposure time was required for the images used
in the opacity calculations relative to the particle velocity images
(which were front lit) because of the limited amount of backlighting available. As a result, the particles in Fig. 12 appear as streaks
rather than discrete particles. It is uncertain as to how this may
affect the opacity calculations.

5.3 Particle-Curtain Transmittance/Opacity. The transmittance of the particle curtain is defined as the fraction of light

Fig. 11 Measured and simulated particle volume fraction as a
function of drop distance for different slot apertures and a
median particle size of 280 lm

Journal of Solar Energy Engineering

Fig. 12 Top: raw image without particle curtain. Middle: raw
image with particle curtain (9.53 mm aperture, 280 lm particles).
Bottom: ratio of images with and without particle curtain yielding transmittance (one minus opacity), cropped over the particle curtain.
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6.3 Particle-Curtain Properties.

Fig. 13 Measured particle-curtain opacity (one minus transmittance) as a function of drop distance for different slot apertures
and 280 lm particles

Figure 13 shows the measured opacity as a function of drop distance for three different slot apertures using both measurement
methods. The measured values began at a distance of 0.5 m
from the release point, since a 46 cm discharge chute extended
from the discharge plate into the receiver. In the photographic
method, the opacity was averaged along each row of pixels in the
particle-curtain image corresponding to different distances from
the release point, and error bars were plotted to represent one
standard deviation in the measured opacity along each transect.
The opacity of the particle curtain is quite high for all three slot
apertures near the release point. For the 9.53 mm and 11.1 mm
slot apertures, the opacity of the particle curtain is above 95%
within 0.7 m of the release point. For the 6.35 mm aperture, the
opacity is 80% within 0.6 m of the release point. The opacity
decreases with increasing distance as the particles spread apart
with increasing velocity and curtain thickness.

6

Conclusions

A particle flow characterization study has been performed on
ceramic particles for a prototype falling particle receiver. These
studies and results will help to inform models and on-sun heating
tests of falling particle receivers for concentrating solar power
applications. The following conclusions can be drawn from this
study:
6.1 Particle Mass Flow Rates.
 The particle mass flow rate increases with increasing slot
aperture sizes according to a power law.
 Smaller particles yield a greater mass flow rate than larger
particles for a given aperture size.
 The measured mass flow rates for two particle sizes were
matched well with predictions from a modified Beverloo
equation (see Sec. 3.2.1).
 The mass flow rate of the Olds Elevator exhibited a linear
correlation (R2 ¼ 0.99) with the drive frequency. The maximum mass flow rate of the Olds Elevator exceeded the mass
flow rate through the 6.35, 9.53, and 11.1 mm slot apertures,
but it could not exceed the flow rate through the 12.7 mm
slot aperture.
6.2 Particle Velocities
 The measured and simulated particle velocities within the
first 2 m of drop distance were predicted by the analytical
free-fall model assuming no drag. Particle entrainment of air
reduced the drag. At longer drop distances, particle dispersion and drag are likely to increase, reducing the particle
acceleration.
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 The particle-curtain width remained nearly constant along
the drop length of the receiver.
 The particle thickness varied with drop distance.
• Simulated curtain thicknesses exhibited a minimum
1 m from the release point, perhaps from the Bernoulli
effect.
• Measured curtain thicknesses were generally larger than
the simulated values due to initial horizontal momentum
of the particles at the release point and an updraft of air
caused by the bottom hopper.
 The particle volume fraction in the curtain decreased rapidly
from a theoretical value of 60% at the release point to less
than 10% within 0.5 m of drop distance.
 The particle-curtain opacity was greater than 95% within
0.7 m of the release point for the 9.53 and 11.1 mm slot
apertures and decreased steadily with increasing distance.
The particle-curtain opacity was 80% within 0.6 m of the
release point for the 6.35 mm slot aperture.
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